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4. Evaluation Checklist: During the Visit

_ Can visitors find their way to exhibitions, rest rooms,
food, gift shops, telephone, etc. no matter where they
are in the museum?

_ Are visitors able to use maps and other orientation
devices to find their way?
Are exhibition themes and direction signs clearly
marked so visitors can find them?

_ Are exhibitions designed with knowledge of how
visitors circulate through such spaces?

EXITING ORIENTATION

Even when the visit is ending and visitors are ready to
leave, problems of orientation have not ended. Can I find the
exit? Will I be able to find my car in the sea of automobiles?
Can I find a restaurant for lunch or dinner? Is there lodging
information in the lobby? Suggested guidelines include:

• Exits should be clearly marked.
• Provide wayfinding directions to main highways.
• Give information on public transportation including

schedule, stops, routes.
• Make sure visitors are able to find their car in parking

lot.
• Ensure that information about restaurants, lodging, or

other tourist centers is available as visitors exit.

Suggested Guidelines for
Orientation Signage

Stephen Bitgood
Jacksonville State University

Orientation and wayfinding signage should follow the
same principles as any other type of signage (e.g., Bitgood,
1989; 1990; 1993). As with any written message, orientation
messages should be easily noticed and appealing enough to
hold attention. They must also communicate their purpose.
While the following list of principles does not include all that
are possibly important, it offers a starting point for someone
who wishes to construct a checklist.

1. Place signage where it is needed and where it will be
noticed. It is especially important at the beginning of a
visit and at critical choice points along the way.

2. Signage and letters on the signage must be sufficiently
large to afford easy reading and to attract attention even
when there are many other competing visual stimuli.

3. Signage must fall easily within visitors' line of sight as

they walk through the setting. It is useful to walk
through the space and see whether or not the orientation
signage is well placed in terms of line of sight.

4. Number of words should be kept at a minimum so that
visitors can extract information without having to stop.

5. Contrast between lettering and background must be
sufficient to create legible text.

6. Contrast between the sign and its environment must be
sharp enough to make the sign stand out from its
background.

7. Consistent layout and color help identify an orientation
sign from exhibit labels and other information signage.

8. Signage should be tested for effectiveness. Orientation
signage must attract and hold attention as well as
communicate a message. The only way to know for
sure that these criteria are met is to test the signs.

9. Terminology must be consistent. The same wording to
describe locations should be used throughout the
facility. Thus, visitors may be confused if wayfinding
signage identifies an exhibition as "Vanishing Wet-
lands" and the actual exhibit is entitled "The Changing
Wetlands."

10. Terminology should make sense to the visitor. An
Omnimax theater should indicate that it presents a film
instead of calling it "Spacedome" or some other term
that doesn't communicate its function.

11. Typeface should be easy to read. Old English or script
or other such difficult-to-read typeface will influence
how effectively the orientation message is communi-
cated.
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